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Greetings from Light.  
 
It’s about the within. How many of you run from pillar to post, from guru to guru, searching for 
answers, asking for guidance? But you ignore the most important guru. The one who sits within 
you. It is so much easier for you to accept words of wisdom when they are spoken by a guru 
outside. But you do not stop to ask yourself, what does the guru who resides within me tell me? 
And if your answer is that this guru does not tell me anything, then the next question is: why not? 
Why is this guru not speaking? Today we are going to pay attention to that guru within you. We are 
going to ask ourselves important questions about how we communicate.  
 
There are classes held and coaching given on developing skills of communication. You do 
meditations so that you may be able to speak your truth. But beloveds, none of this works for long, 
because you do not communicate with this highest state of consciousness that resides within you. 
Very often you think you are communicating with that state of highest consciousness, but what you 
end up doing is communicating only with the intellect. You ask questions of the intellect, and you 
are satisfied to get the limited answers from the intellect. So we are here today to talk about 
communication with this guru that embodies the highest state of consciousness. What would you 
say is the first requirement for good communication? 
 
Sitter: Empathy, listening. 
 
Listening. You may have empathy, you may have honesty, and you may have the ability to be silent 
within. But if you do not have the ability to listen, communication cannot proceed. In order to 
become aware of your ability to listen, for the next one week, pay attention to yourself. When 
another is talking how much of it are you listening to? Beloveds, hearing is a natural process. It 
does not require your awareness; it does not require your attention. If your ears are not physically 
damaged, hearing is a natural process. It is as natural as breathing. So the first of the important 
questions you shall ask yourself is, am I hearing, or am I listening? How will you be able to 
distinguish between the two? You are so habituated to hearing. At present, you are listening. And 
that is why you are not only hearing our words, you are receiving our energy. That is the key to 
listening. When someone is talking, are you hearing the words, or are you receiving the energies 
that accompany those words? If you are receiving energies, even if what is being spoken is false, is 
harsh, is mean, you will pick up the energy behind the falseness, the meanness, the harshness. You 
just said, beloved, before we started, that Sai came and gave you all a piece of his divine mind. The 
words may not have been perceived at all times by all as extraordinarily loving. But you, each one 
in that room, picked up only the energy of love. Because you were listening. And so even as Sai 
said some harsh truths, did you judge it as harsh? No. Because you listened.  
 
Now, had those same words, had those same hard truths been spoken to you by someone whom you 
had not already defined in your mind as guru, as master, you would have heard the words and 
instantly judged the motive of the person who spoke the words. And that beloved, is the reason why 
there is disharmonious communication. You all pray for peace. If fact, you go beyond prayer. You 
actually attempt, all of you, to be in peace. You attempt to live your life in harmony, removing 
yourself as far from conflict as you can. You work hard towards understanding. You proceed 
valiantly towards forgiveness. But, communication still remains disharmonious. And then you 
question: Am I doing something wrong? And the answer is yes, you are. You are hearing most of 
the time; you are not listening. You have conditioned yourselves to listen only when words are 
spoken by those you consider wise, divine, sacred, holy. As though beloveds, as though all the 



 

 

others are unholy. You will nod very wisely when we say, there is no one in this world who is not a 
guru. Yes, you will nod. But will you remember that when you hear them speak? Will you 
remember that when they are lashing out at you words of anger and rage and abuse? Will you 
remember that?  
 
You have to start training yourself to listen. And then you will come to a joyous state of existence 
when you may not hear the words clearly, but the energy will speak louder than the words. And 
then, whether the words are words of abuse or not will not make any difference, will not cause any 
strife. All of you need to keep a vigilant watch over yourselves at present. Isn’t that true? You 
consciously self-regulate. You watch your words, you are careful of your actions. If you have been 
harsh with someone, you instantly begin to do something to negate that effect. Are we not right? 
Now, add one more aspect to this self-regulation. Now, listen. If you listen beloveds, if you truly 
listen, you will not need to watch your words. You will not need to take responsibility for your 
actions. You will not need to seek forgiveness. Because when you listen, you shall be able to 
understand the energy that lies behind the words, however harsh they are. And you shall respond to 
that energy. You shall respond to the need of the person who is being harsh, abusive. So in reality, 
all that you need to do as an exercise in self-regulation is listen. Then you can be confident that your 
thoughts, words, and actions shall follow what you have listened to.  
 
It is as important, if not more, to turn that listening inside. But first, before you listen inside, here 
comes question number two: Who resides within whom you shall listen to? 
 
Sitters: Our own higher energies 
 
Do not answer so quickly! Because that is not the truth that you experience. You experience the 
deficient person inside. You experience the weakness, the deprivation. That is who resides in you 
so, so often. And this highest part of your consciousness beloved, that you speak of, resides only in 
short bursts of time. So your next endeavour is to become aware when you are listening within- 
whom am I listening to right now? And if you are in a state of uneasiness, hurt, anger, judgment, 
then you are not listening to the highest power that resides within you. You are listening to the 
deficient, deprived power that seeks to speak through your judgment and through your criticism. 
But let us not talk of times when we are upset. What about those words of judgment that cross your 
lips ever so often? Words where you judge someone as stupid, as poor, as ignorant: what about 
those words? Who residing within you is seeking expression through those words? They don’t talk 
my language. They are not of an appropriate colour. They do not come from my social status. They 
are far more ignorant than I can tolerate. And the worst of all these condemnations - They are not 
spiritual. Who beloveds, who residing within you is seeking expression? If you listened to your 
words you would know who was seeking expression. Oh you very often laugh at your own 
statements. And then you assume that that laughter absolves you of all the judgment you have 
passed. It does not beloveds. It dims your light signature. When you are lighthearted, you cannot 
condemn another. That is not light hearted, that is very dark hearted. And so on the one hand you 
strive to embrace all, and one the other you do not know who within you is expressing itself from 
moment to moment. So now you will say: We must now stop joking. And we shall say, of course 
you must. Beloveds, the energies of the words, whether said in jest or not, or whether you consider 
it jest or not, remain the same. And they dim your energies the same. Yes, beloveds, yes. We are 
aware we are asking you to completely decondition yourself. But we do this because we know you 
can. We are not asking the impossible of you. Oh there is so much more we could ask. But we know 
that at present, that is out of your realm. Right now what we ask of you is what you can do. Not 
very easily maybe, but you can. And we hope that you all respond with “we shall”.  
 



 

 

So listen to your own words, and you will at once become aware whether it is the highest power, the 
guru within, or it is the struggling disciple who is still trying to find his own spiritual feet even 
while he condemns those who have not found their own. 
 
And now let us talk of those times when you are neither joking, condemning, getting angry. When 
you are in a state of inner peace, inner calm; happy with who you are and happy with what is 
around you, for there are many, many such moments in your life. Even in these moments, beloveds, 
are you listening to yourself? Now these are not challenging moments. Surely, this should be easy. 
But even in those moments, are you listening to the guru within? Or have you become so 
accustomed to seeking the answers outside that you just have stopped listening? Because along with 
that guru within resides the deprived being. The being who feels small. And that being has 
conditioned you to believe that you cannot do it. (To a sitter) You have asked us again and again. I 
would like to channel. Many of you have asked that of us. I would like to channel. How can we help 
you in that? The guru within can, you may give it a name if you wish, but it is all the guru within.  
 
The highest state of consciousness that you call Source Consciousness resides within you. But you 
do not listen. How can you channel then? For what is channeling but expressing what the highest 
state of consciousness within seeks to express. If you listen, you shall have the courage to express. 
Those who desire to channel often have a cry: I am too scared to speak. But that is because you are 
too scared to listen. When you listen you shall know who is expressing those words. There shall be 
no doubt in your mind. The doubt is expressed by the deprived being. Haven’t there been moments 
when you have had what you call your intuition and had been more than a 100% sure that this is 
how it should be. Why is it that in hose moments there have been no doubts? Because you have 
listened to the highest state of consciousness within you. Because at that moment when the highest 
state of consciousness has spoken, the deprived being within has kept quiet. You give so much 
importance to interpersonal communication. Of course it is important. But beloveds, it cannot be 
complete, it shall never be harmonious, unless the intrapersonal communication is completed. Why, 
even when you meditate, you often complain that your thoughts are distracted. What is that an 
indication of? That you are unable to listen to the guru within. Let us ask you a simple question. 
Why are your thoughts not straying right now? Because you are listening, that is why your thoughts 
are not straying.  
 
So start listening. Each moment, question yourself: Am I listening? How shall you know if you are 
listening or hearing? You shall know you are listening when you become aware of the energy 
behind the words. Then there will be no emotion. No reaction.  
 
Now, the second question. Who is speaking? You may believe you are. Because you can hear your 
voice. But that is not who is speaking. You wish to channel, beloved? You are channeling 24 hours 
of every day. But you do not know whom you are channeling. You can channel the fullness of the 
spirit or you can channel the fullness of the ego. The ego is what we have called the deprived child 
within. So who is speaking? Become aware. And as soon as you become aware, as soon as you 
listen and become aware that it is the deprived being, stop! Say not one more word. Oh yes, you 
shall sometimes be looked at quite strangely. But should you bother? Say not one more word. Each 
time you are aware of the deprived being and continue to speak, the deprived being gets stronger 
and more empowered. You have to make it weak. So weak that then it barely has strength to raise 
its voice.  
 
Third task till we meet again. Every day, without any excuses made, you shall sit and you shall 
listen to the guru within. And if a shadow of doubt comes to you, then you shall know that you have 
not listened to the guru within. In order to challenge yourself more, it should be done for at least 5 
minutes at a stretch. It is much easier to listen to the guru within for a few moments before the 



 

 

deprived being raises its voice. But to listen to the guru for 5 minutes, 5 whole minutes, is a 
challenge that you shall win. And if you can do this, you shall return empowered.  
 
Now let us address this very valid, extremely pertinent issue of fear. What is the inner being 
deprived about so that fills that place with fear? 
 
Sitter: Acknowledgement?  
 
Excellent! Acknowledgement of itself! Now do not misunderstand. We are not asking you to turn a 
blind eye to your faults and weaknesses and flaws. We are asking you to acknowledge each of 
them, knowing that every flaw is only the divine potential not expressed. You are mirrors of divine 
energy. Can there be a fault in you? That which you see and recognize as your flaws, and 
sometimes feel ashamed about, are your badges of honour. It only points out to you that there is a 
divine potential lying within which you have not tapped completely. That is a flaw. And because 
you try to hide those flaws - sometimes from yourself even - you get into a state of fear. Fear that 
you shall be caught out. That you shall become aware. That someone else shall become aware of 
these so-called faults that you have. If you acknowledged those flaws, and if you looked at them 
appropriately as divine potential not tapped into, you would take each flaw and you would joyously 
understand the divine potential that you haven’t yet expressed and proceed to express it at once. 
Everything beloveds, is divine potential. Expressed or unexpressed. When it is expressed, you call it 
strength. When it is not expressed, you try to hide from it. 
 
Sitter: Give us an example please, of a flaw as divine potential.  
 
We will if you shall give us a flaw. Tell us one flaw of yours that you are aware of.  
 
Sitter: Anger, doubt, criticism.  
 
Anger, doubt, criticism. Alright. Let us play with these. Let us play with these. Doubt. Explain 
doubt. 
 
Sitter: Not trusting yourself. 
 
The divine potential is knowing for certain that ‘I am divine’. When you do not tap into that divine 
potential, the fullness of the knowledge that I am divine, of course there will be doubt.  
 
Define anger. 
 
Sitter: Impatience with somebody else. 
 
Because you are unable to understand that the divine potential works at its own pace and not a pace 
that is guided by your deprived being within. And so, that oft asked question: If there is a divine 
power, why is it not turning the world over, overnight? The answer is because there is a time. 
Because this is the human realm where time is essential. You define your humanity through the 
time-space continuum, and divine source has to respect that time-space continuum. And were you to 
see that divine potential, there would be no impatience, and there would be no anger. 
 
Sitter: So accept that everything is moving at its own pace? 
 
At the pace of the divine source.  
 
Define criticism. 



 

 

 
Sitter: I am better than somebody else. 
 
She is being honest about a phenomenon that is universal. The criticism comes from ‘I am better 
than someone else’. Now we have answered both of you. Why don’t you attempt to explain to her 
the divine potential that she is not aware of? 
 
Sitter: That I am THAT. 
 
The divine potential of ‘I am that’ still lies unacknowledged. Look at these so-called flaws. Do not 
be ashamed of them. We repeat, they are your badges of honour. They determine that you are 
humanly divine. 
 
Sitter: Is intuition completely the inner being, inner voice? 
 
Full intuition is the guru within, but not everything that you consider intuition is pure intuition. 
 
Sitter: So intuition is not always the inner guru? 
 
If it is pure intuition, it is.  
 
Remember beloveds, every unkind joke dims your light signature. Each time you allow the deprived 
being to express itself, you allow it to get empowered. You are at a crossroads where you must now 
choose. Who shall you express? Will you express the deprived being or the divine being?  
 
 
Be Light. 


